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Abstract

C programs may dynamically load and unload modules. For
example, some operating system kernels support dynamic loading
and unloading of device drivers. This causes specific difficulties in
the verification of such programs and modules; in particular, it must
be verified that no functions or global variables from the module are
used after the module is unloaded.

We propose a separation-logic-based approach for the verification
of such programs and modules. We propose proof rules for loading
and unloading modules, and for dealing with pointers to functions
in unloadable modules, that ensure soundness while imposing mini-
mal verification overhead. The approach is based on parameterized
function types and assertion closures, both of which may mention
themselves and each other. We offer a machine-checked formaliza-
tion and soundness proof and we report on verifying a small kernel-
like program using a prototype implementation of the approach in
our verifier, VeriFast. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
approach for sound modular verification of unloadable modules.
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Abstract. C programs may dynamically load and unload modules. For
example, some operating system kernels support dynamic loading and
unloading of device drivers. This causes specific difficulties in the verifi-
cation of such programs and modules; in particular, it must be verified
that no functions or global variables from the module are used after the
module is unloaded.

We propose a separation-logic-based approach for the verification of such
programs and modules. We propose proof rules for loading and unloading
modules, and for dealing with pointers to functions in unloadable mod-
ules, that ensure soundness while imposing minimal verification over-
head. The approach is based on parameterized function types and as-
sertion closures, both of which may mention themselves and each other.
We offer a machine-checked formalization and soundness proof and we
report on verifying a small kernel-like program using a prototype imple-
mentation of the approach in our verifier, VeriFast. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first approach for sound modular verification of
unloadable modules.

1 Introduction

In statically typed safe programming languages (including Java, C#, the ML
family, and Haskell), code is immutable and permanent.1 That is, both statically
bound and dynamically bound routine calls always succeed and are bound to
code that satisfies the static type of the call. Also, if an object reference or
function value satisfies a given contract at one point in time, it continues to do
so forever.

This is not the case in dynamically typed languages like LISP, Scheme,
JavaScript, Ruby, or Python, and in unsafe languages like C and C++. In C,
if at one point during execution a function pointer points to a function that
satisfies a given contract, this does not mean it always will. The module (DLL,
shared object, ...) containing the function may be unloaded, or the function’s
code may reside on the stack or in a malloc’ed piece of memory.

? Bart Jacobs is a Postdoctoral Fellow of the Research Foundation - Flanders (FWO).
1 Some of these languages may garbage collect code that is unreachable, but this is

unobservable.



Existing verification approaches for C programs (VCC [5], Frama-C [1], HAVOC
[6], Smallfoot [2], our own verifier VeriFast [9], Jahob [11]) assume that the pro-
gram is unchanging and is not part of the mutable state. As a result, these
approaches cannot be used for sound verification of programs that involve the
unloading of code.

In this paper, we propose a separation-logic-based approach for extending a
verification approach for C programs to enable verification of programs involving
code unloading. The approach is simple: execution of unloadable code at a given
address requires a permission to read at the address and a proof that the code
at this address has the expected behavior. Specifically, execution of the body of
a function in an unloadable module requires an abstract permission that states
that the module is currently loaded.

The conventional approach for verifying dynamically bound calls in separa-
tion logic is through predicate families [10], i.e. abstract predicates indexed by
the target function. VeriFast, for example, has used predicate families indexed by
function pointer to verify function pointer calls. However, this is not applicable
to unloadable code since the function pointer no longer immutably identifies a
specific function. Therefore, in our approach, we drop the use of predicate fami-
lies and instead we use parameterized function types combined with higher-order
predicates.

We implemented the approach in our prototype verifier, VeriFast, and we
verified a small server that allows clients to load modules, unload modules, and
use services provided by the modules, mimicking operating system kernels that
may dynamically load and unload device drivers. The implementation and the
example are online at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/˜bartj/verifast/.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, we show how
programs involving dynamic code loading, but not unloading, may be verified
in VeriFast. Then, in Section 3, we present the extensions required to enable
verification of code unloading. In Section 4 we further extend the example to get
a fully abstract treatment. We provide a formal treatment in Section 5, and we
prove soundness in Section 6. We discuss the implementation in Section 7, future
work in Section 8, and related work in Section 9. We conclude in Section 10.

2 Dynamically loaded code

The C program in Figure 1 illustrates dynamic code loading. It is safe, and
VeriFast can confirm this thanks to the annotations shown on a gray background.

Execution proceeds as follows. The main program, a.c, dynamically loads
the shared object b.so, generated from b.c, and looks up the getIncr function in
that object. If the function is not found, the program aborts. Otherwise, it calls
the function to retrieve another function, which it then calls as well. Finally, it
asserts that the called function incremented its argument by one.

The soundness of the verification approach used in this example, is based
on the assumption that the mapping from function names to function types
(with their associated contract), as specified in b.spec in the example, is globally



// dlfcn.h
void ∗dlopen(char ∗name);

requires string(name);

ensures string(name) ∗ lib(result);

// b.h
typedef int incrType(int x);

requires true;

ensures result− 1 = x;

typedef incrType ∗getIncrType();

requires true;

ensures is incrType(result);

// a.c
#include ”dlfcn.h”
#include ”b.h”
#include ”b proxy.h”

void main()

requires true;

ensures true;

{
void ∗` = dlopen(”b.so”);
getIncrType ∗f = dlsym getIncr(`);
if (f = 0) abort();
incrType ∗g = f();
int y = g(41);
assert(y = 42);

}

// b.spec

getIncr : b.h#getIncrType

// b proxy.h (generated from b.spec)
#include ”b.h”

getIncrType ∗dlsym getIncr(void ∗`);
requires lib(`);

ensures lib(`) ∧ (result = 0 ? true :
is getIncrType(result));

// b proxy.c (generated from b.spec)
getIncrType ∗dlsym getIncr(void ∗`)
{ return dlsym(`, ”getIncr”); }

// b.c
#include ”b.h”

int myIncr(int x) : incrType

{ return x+ 1; }

incrType ∗getIncr()

: getIncrType

{ return myIncr ; }

Fig. 1. An example of dynamic loading, but not unloading, in C. VeriFast annotations
are shown on a gray background



unique. This seems realistic, especially if sufficiently long and distinctive names
are chosen, and if the origin of the code is trusted, e.g. through code signing.
An alternative approach would be to submit the module to a verification tool at
load time.

The example uses VeriFast’s support for function types. VeriFast recognizes
a C typedef that assigns a name to a function type specially. It associates the
name not only with the parameter types and return type, but also with the
contract specified in an annotation. VeriFast further recognizes function type
judgments is T (p), which express that function pointer p satisfies the contract
of function type T . Such judgments may be produced by annotating a function
with a function type clause f : T , which causes VeriFast to check that function
f ’s body satisfies the contract of function type T ; it also causes the judgment
is T (f) to be added to the background theory.

3 Code unloading

Suppose we added the following contract to dlfcn.h in Figure 1:

void dlclose(void ∗`);
requires lib(`);
ensures true;

Clearly, this would be unsound, since this contract would allow the main
program to unload the library and then perform calls through function pointers
that point into the library.

To enable unloading, we extend the approach with four ingredients. Firstly,
we add module names as first-class values inside annotations. For example, the
module name of b.c is b and this name may be used as an expression in an-
notations. Secondly, we add a built-in predicate module, that takes a module
name and states that this module is currently loaded. Thirdly, a module may
declare itself to be unloadable. The precondition of each function of an unload-
able module m must imply module(m), and this permission is unavailable for
the duration of the function’s execution. Also, each module that exports sym-
bols for dynamic linking must be unloadable.2 Finally, we allow function types
to be parameterized by arbitrary values, including module names. The syntax
of function type judgments and function type clauses is extended accordingly:
is T (p, a) denotes that function pointer p satisfies the contract of function type
T instantiated with function type arguments a; and the function type clause
f : T (a) causes VeriFast to check that the body of function f satisfies the con-
tract of function type T instantiated with function type arguments a.

In Figure 2, we show the example of Figure 1, modified so that the main pro-
gram now unloads the module after performing the function calls. The contracts
have been updated to include the module permission.
2 This may be relaxed by specifying in the spec file whether the module is unloadable

or not, and adapting the proxy contract accordingly



// dlfcn.h
void ∗dlopen(char ∗name);

requires string(name);

ensures string(name) ∗
∃m • lib(result,m) ∗module(m);

void dlclose(void ∗`);
requires ∃m • lib(`,m) ∗module(m);

ensures true;

// b.h

typedef int incrType (m) (int x);

requires module(m);

ensures module(m) ∧ result− 1 = x;

typedef incrType ∗getIncrType (m) ();

requires module(m);

ensures module(m) ∧
is incrType(result,m);

// a.c
#include ”dlfcn.h”
#include ”b.h”
#include ”b proxy.h”

void main()

requires true;

ensures true;

{
void ∗` = dlopen(”b.so”);
getIncrType ∗f = dlsym getIncr(`);
if (f = 0) abort();
incrType ∗g = f();
int y = g(41);
dlclose(`);
assert(y = 42);

}

// b.spec

getIncr : b.h#getIncrType

// b proxy.h (generated from b.spec)
#include ”b.h”

getIncrType ∗dlsym getIncr(void ∗`);
forall m;

requires lib(`,m);

ensures lib(`,m) ∧ (result = 0 ∨
is getIncrType(result,m));

// b.c
#include ”b.h”

unloadable;

int myIncr(int x) : incrType(b)

{ return x+ 1; }

incrType ∗getIncr()

: getIncrType(b)

{ return myIncr ; }

Fig. 2. The example of Figure 1, with unloading added, but lacking in abstraction



4 Abstraction

The example of Figure 2 is lacking in abstraction. For example, suppose we want
to write a module that logs calls to the incr function. This is not possible given
the precondition of incrType in b.h, which provides access only to the module
image.

To enable this implementation, we parameterize incrType not by a module
name, but by an arbitrary predicate P . Further, in order to allow the logging
infrastructure to be torn down after the client is done using the module, the
getIncr function returns not just a pointer to the incr function, but a struct
containing both a pointer to the incr function and a pointer to a dispose function.

The implementation, with annotations, is shown in Figure 3. The implemen-
tation now uses global variables. To support these, we extend the verification
approach with three new ingredients. Firstly, we add another built-in predicate
code, which takes a module name and represents the code of the named mod-
ule. Secondly, the module predicate now represents not just the module’s code
but its global variables as well. That is, it is the separate conjunction of the
code and the globals. Thirdly, we introduce a variant of the module predicate,
named module0, which represents the same state, but additionally states that
the globals hold their initial value. The contract of dlopen is updated to provide
module0.

5 Formal System

In this section, we formalize the approach and state the soundness theorem,
which is proved in Section 6.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce
the formal programming language and execution model, and we illustrate it using
an example program and module. In Section 5.2, we define the syntax and the
semantics of the specification language, and we show the specification for the
example module. Finally, in Section 5.3, we introduce the proof system, we state
its soundness theorem, and we show a proof outline for the example module.

5.1 Language Syntax and Semantics

The formal programming language is an extension of the standard separation
logic language with function pointer call and module load and unload commands,
and with function values L. The latter are used to represent pieces of code in
the heap. Its syntax is as follows:

n ∈ Z, x ∈ Vars, τ ∈ FunTypes
e ::= n | x | e+ e | e− e
b ::= e = e | e < e
c ::= x := cons(e) | x := [e] | [e] := e | dispose(e) | x := e

| if b then c else c | (c; c) | x := call e(e)
| x := load e as τ | unload(e)

L ::= lambda (x) c



// b.h

typedef int incrType (P ) (int x);

requires P ;
ensures P ∧ result− 1 = x;

typedef void disposeType (o, P,m) ();

requires obj (o, , ) ∗ P ;
ensures module(m);

struct obj {
incrType ∗incr ;
disposeType ∗dispose;
};

predicate obj (o, d, p) =
o→incr 7→ p ∗ o→dispose 7→ d;

typedef struct obj ∗
getIncrType (m) ();

requires module0(m);
ensures
∃P, d, p • obj (result, d, p) ∗ P
∧ is incrType(p, P )
∧ is disposeType(d, result, P,m);

// a.c
#include ”dlfcn.h”
#include ”b.h”
#include ”b proxy.h”

void main()

requires true; ensures true;

{
void ∗` = dlopen(”b.so”);
getIncrType ∗f =

dlsym getIncr(`);
if (f = 0) abort();
struct obj ∗o = f();
int y = o→incr(41); assert(y = 42);
o→dispose(); dlclose(`)

}

// dlfcn.h
void ∗dlopen(char ∗name);

requires string(name);
ensures string(name) ∗
∃m • lib(result,m) ∗module0(m);

void dlclose(void ∗`);
requires ∃m • lib(`,m) ∗module(m);
ensures true;

// b.spec

getIncr : b.h#getIncrType

// b proxy.h (generated from b.spec)
#include ”b.h”

getIncrType ∗dlsym getIncr(void ∗`);
forall m;
requires lib(`,m);
ensures lib(`,m) ∧ (result = 0 ∨

is getIncrType(result,m));

// b.c
#include ”b.h”
#include ”logging.h”

unloadable;

struct logchannel ∗chan;

predicate Q = code(b) ∗
∃c • chan 7→ c ∗ logchannel(c);

int myIncr(int x) : incrType(Q)

{ logCall(chan); return x+ 1; }
struct obj o = {myIncr ,myDispose};
void myDispose() : disposeType(o,Q, b)

{ disposeLogChannel(chan); }
struct obj ∗getIncr()

: getIncrType(b)

{ chan = allocLogChannel(); return o; }

Fig. 3. The example of Figure 2, with better abstraction



We adopt the standard run-time state of separation logic, consisting of a
store s, a total function that maps program variable names to integers, and a
heap h, a partial function that maps positive integer addresses to integer values.
In order to be able to store function values in the heap, we assume a one-to-one
encoding b·c of function values into integers.

To model the loading and unloading of modules, we assume the existence of a
module repository Modules, which is a finite map from module names to module
definitions. A module definition consists of a module contract and a module
image. We assume each module has a single entry point; therefore, the module
contract is simply the function contract for the single entry point. We assume a
set FunTypes of function type names, and a mapping from function type names
to contracts. The run-time semantics is concerned only with the names and not
the meanings of the function types. It uses them to perform a run-time type
check. The module image is simply a tuple of one or more integers. The first
element of the tuple is the encoded code for the module’s entry point; the other
elements may be code or data. We assume a one-to-one encoding b·c of module
names to integers.

The dynamic semantics is given by the step rules in Figure 4. A run-time
configuration consists of a state (i.e. a store and a heap) and a continuation.
This is either a done continuation, denoting the successful termination of the
program, a return continuation, denoting a caller stack frame, or a command
continuation:

κ ::= done | ret(x, s, κ) | c;κ
A return continuation specifies the variable x that will receive the return value,
and the saved store.

Most rules are standard. A function pointer call x := call e(e) looks for an
encoded function value lambda (x) c at the address given by e. It gets stuck
if the address is not allocated, if the value at the address does not encode a
function value, or if the length of the argument list does not match the length
of the parameter list. Otherwise, it pushes a return continuation and executes
the body of the function value under a store that binds the parameters to the
corresponding arguments and the variable ip (for instruction pointer) to the
address given by e.

When the body of a function value completes, the caller’s store is restored,
and the return value of the function value, written by convention into variable
result, is assigned to the target variable of the call.

A command x := load e as τ , where τ is a function type name, fails if there
is no module whose name is encoded by the value of e, or if there is one but its
contract is not τ . In that case, the command returns zero. Otherwise, it allocates
m + 1 consecutive memory locations, where m is the size of the module image.
It writes the size itself into the first location, and the module image into the
subsequent locations. It returns the address of the first location. As a result, the
module’s entry point is at the returned address plus one.

Command unload(e) gets stuck if the memory location at the address given
by e is not allocated, holds a negative value, or holds a value m such that some of



Cons
0 < ` dom(h) ∩ {`, . . . , `+m− 1} = ∅

〈s, h, x := cons(e1, . . . , em);κ〉 〈s[x := `], h[` := Je1Ks, . . . , `+m− 1 := JemKs], κ〉

Lookup
(JeKs, v) ∈ h

〈s, h, x := [e];κ〉 〈s[x := v], h, κ〉

Mutate JeKs ∈ dom(h)

〈s, h, [e] := e′;κ〉 〈s, h[JeKs := Je′Ks], κ〉

Dispose
(JeKs, v) ∈ h

〈s, h,dispose(e);κ〉 〈s, h \ {(JeKs, v)}, κ〉
Assign
〈s, h, x := e;κ〉 〈s[x := JeKs, h, κ〉

IfTrue JbKs = true

〈s, h, if b then c else c′;κ〉 〈s, h, c;κ〉

IfFalse JbKs = false

〈s, h, if b then c else c′;κ〉 〈s, h, c′;κ〉
Seq
〈s, h, (c; c′);κ〉 〈s, h, c; (c′;κ)〉

Call
(JeKs, blambda (x) cc) ∈ h |x| = |e|

〈s, h, x := call e(e);κ〉 〈(λ • 0)[ip := JeKs][x := e], h, c; ret(s, x, κ)〉

Return
〈s, h, ret(s′, x, κ)〉 〈s′[x := s(result)], h, κ〉

LoadSuccess
(JeKs, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules 0 < ` dom(h) ∩ {`, . . . , `+m} = ∅
〈s, h, x := load e as τ ;κ〉 〈s[x := `], h[` := m, `+ 1 := v1, . . . , `+m := vm], κ〉

LoadFail
¬∃v • (JeKs, (τ, (v))) ∈ Modules

〈s, h, x := load e as τ ;κ〉 〈s[x := 0], h, κ〉

UnloadJeKs = ` {(`,m), (`+ 1, v1), . . . , (`+m, vm)} ⊆ h
〈s, h,unload(e);κ〉 〈s, h \ {(`,m), (`+ 1, v1), . . . , (`+m, vm)}, κ〉

Fig. 4. Step rules



the m next memory locations are not allocated. Otherwise, it deallocates these
m+ 1 memory locations.

Figure 5 shows an example main program and module repository holding a
single module, called myIncrLib. The main program starts by loading the module
whose name is given by the initial value of variable libName, which is assumed
to be provided by the user; i.e., it is arbitrary. It then calls the loaded module’s
entry point, which it assumes returns a pointer to a struct that has two fields,
the first of which points to a function that returns its argument incremented by
one, and the second one serves to clean up any resources used by the module.
It first calls the incrementor function, and asserts that it indeed incremented its
argument. (It performs a null pointer dereference if it did not.) It then calls the
dispose function, and finally unloads the module.

The example module’s image consists of six values, the first three of which
are encoded function values, and the latter will serve as global variables. To
illustrate that our approach performs strong abstraction and allows the module
flexibility in implementation, the module’s incrementor function does not simply
increment its argument, but additionally tracks the number of calls made to
it in a dynamically allocated cell. The cell is allocated by the module’s entry
point, and its address is stored in the third global variable. The first two global
variables will serve as the struct that is returned to the client by the module’s
entry point. The entry point writes a pointer to the incrementor function and the
dispose function into the struct, allocates the counter cell, and then returns the
address of the struct. The incrementor function, whose code resides in the second
element of the module image, increments the counter cell and then returns its
argument plus one. The dispose function, which resides in the third position,
simply disposes the counter cell.

5.2 Specification Language

The specification language is an extension of separation logic with special-purpose
predicates lib, module0, and module, for dealing with module loading and un-
loading, as well as with parameterized function types and assertion closures for
dealing with dynamic code more generally.

Expressions in assertions may be constants, program variables, logical vari-
ables, operator applications, and assertion closure expressions. Evaluation of an
assertion closure expression yields an assertion closure C, which records the in-
terpretation I of the free logical variables of the assertion and the store s that
provides the value of the free program variables of the assertion.

The assertion E : τ(E) asserts that the address denoted by E satisfies the
function type τ instantiated with arguments E. The assertion closure application
expression E(E) applies arguments E to the assertion closure denoted by E.
lib(E,E′) denotes the management information (i.e. the size field) for the loaded
module named E′ at address E. module0(E,E′) asserts that the module image
of the module named E′ is at address E + 1 and following, and it is in its initial
state. module(E,E′) asserts that there are m allocated memory locations at
addresses E + 1 and following, where m is the size of the module named E′.



Modules = {
(myIncrLib, (getIncrType, (
blambda () [ip + 3] := ip + 1;

[ip + 4] := ip + 2;x := cons(0); [ip + 5] := x; result := ip + 3c,
blambda (x) c := [ip + 4];n := [c]; [c] := n+ 1; result := x+ 1c,
blambda () x := [ip + 3]; dispose(x)c,
0,
0,
0

)))
}
main =
` := load libName as getIncrType;
if ` = 0 then x := x else (

getIncr := `+ 1; o := call getIncr();
incr := [o]; r := call incr(42);
if r = 43 then x := x else [0] := 0; // assert(r = 43)
dispose := [o+ 1]; dummy := call dispose();
unload `

)

Fig. 5. Example program in the formal language

Assertions are interpreted in the context of a set of function type declara-
tions and named predicate declarations. A function type declaration specifies a
function type name, a list of function type parameters, a list of function param-
eters, a precondition, and a postcondition. A predicate declaration specifies a
predicate name, a list of parameters, and a body.

n ∈ Z, x ∈ ProgVars, y ∈ LogVars, op ∈ Operators
E ::= n | x | y | op(E) | lambda (y) A
C ::= lambdaI,s (y) A
A ::= emp | E 7→ E | E = E | A ∧A | A ∨A | A ∗A | ∃y •A

| E : τ(E) | p(E) | E(E)
| lib(E,E) | module0(E,E) | module(E,E)

ftdecl ::= funtype τ(y)(x) req A ens A
pdecl ::= predicate p(y) = A

The semantics of assertion expressions, assertions, and function type judg-
ments is given in Figure 6. The figure uses the following auxiliary notions derived
from the semantics of the programming language.

γ  n γ′ ⇔ ∃γ1, . . . , γn−1 • γ  γ1 ∧ · · · ∧ γn−1  γ′

γ  ≤n γ′ ⇔ ∃n′ ≤ n • γ  n′ γ′

γ 6 ⇔ ¬∃γ′ • γ  γ′



JxKI,s = s(x)JyKI,s = I(y)Jop(E)KI,s = JopK(JEKI,s)Jlambda (y) AKI,s = blambdaI|freeLogVar(A)\{y},s|freeProgVar(A)
(y) Ac

F, J, I, s, h � emp ⇔ h = ∅
F, J, I, s, h � E 7→ E′ ⇔ h = {(JEKI,s, JE′KI,s)}
F, J, I, s, h � E = E′ ⇔ JEKI,s = JE′KI,s

F, J, I, s, h � A ∧A′ ⇔ F, J, I, s, h � A ∧ F, J, I, s, h � A′
F, J, I, s, h � A ∨A′ ⇔ F, J, I, s, h � A ∨ F, J, I, s, h � A′
F, J, I, s, h � A ∗A′ ⇔ ∃h1, h2 • h = h1 ] h2 ∧ F, J, I, s, h1 � A ∧ F, J, I, s, h2 � A′
F, J, I, s, h � ∃y •A ⇔ ∃n ∈ Z • F, J, I[y := n], s, h � A
F, J, I, s, h � E : τ(E) ⇔ J(EKI,s : τ(JEKI,s)) ∈ F
F, J, I, s, h � p(E) ⇔ (h � p(JEKI,s)) ∈ J
F, J, I, s, h � E(E1, . . . , Em) ⇔ (h � JEKI,s(JEKI,s)) ∈ J
F, J, I, s, h � lib(E,E′) ⇔ ∃(M, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules •JE′KI,s = bMc ∧ h = {(JEKI,s,m)}
F, J, I, s, h �module0(E,E′) ⇔ ∃(M, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules, ` ∈ Z •JEKI,s = ` ∧ JE′KI,s = bMc ∧

h = {(`+ 1, v1), . . . , (`+m, vm)}
F, J, I, s, h �module(E,E′) ⇔ ∃(M, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules, `, v′1, . . . , v

′
m ∈ Z •JEKI,s = ` ∧ JE′KI,s = bMc ∧

h = {(`+ 1, v′1), . . . , (`+m, v′m)}

TF (J) =
{h � p(v) | (predicate p(y) = A) ∧ F, J, (λ • 0)[y := v], (λ • 0), h � A}
∪ {h � blambdaI,s (y) Ac(v) | F, J, I[y := v], s, h � A}

Jfix
F =

⋃{J | J ⊆ TF (J)}

F � Modules : � ⇔
∀M, τ, v • (M, (τ, v)) ∈ Modules ⇒ ∀` • (`+ 1 : τ(`,M)) ∈ F

F0 = {` : τ(v) | true}
Fn+1 =
{` : τ(v) ∈ Fn | (funtype τ(y)(x) req P ens Q) ∧ Fn � Modules : � ∧
∀I, s, h, κ,R • I(y) = v ∧ s(ip) = ` ∧ result /∈ FreeProgVars(R)⇒
Fn, J

fix
Fn
, I, s, h � P ∗R⇒

∃L, c • (`, bLc) ∈ h ∧ L ≈ lambda (x) c ∧
((∀n′, s′, h′, κ • n′ ≤ n⇒ Fn′ , J

fix
Fn′ , I, s[result := s′(result)], h′ � Q ∗R⇒

¬∃γ′ • (s′, h′, κ) ≤n′ γ′ ∧ γ′ 6 )⇒
¬∃γ′ • (s, h, c;κ) ≤n γ′ ∧ γ′ 6 )}

F∞ =
⋂

n Fn

Jfix = Jfix
F∞

Fig. 6. Semantics of assertions and function type judgments. ≈ denotes equality of
function values up to alpha conversion.



The figure defines the value JEKI,s of a specification expression E under a
logical variable store I and a program variable store s; the truth F, J, I, s, h � A
of an assertion A under a function type judgment interpretation F (which is the
set of the function type judgments that are true under that interpretation), a
predicate and assertion closure interpretation J (which is the set of the predicate
and assertion closure applications that are true under that interpretation), a
logical variable store I, a program variable store s, and a heap h; the predicate
and assertion closure definition function TF (J) instantiated with function type
judgment interpretation F and predicate and assertion closure interpretation
J ; the predicate and assertion closure interpretation fixpoint Jfix

F for function
type judgment interpretation F ; the validity F � Modules : � of the module
map under function type judgment interpretation F ; the function type judgment
interpretation Fn for caller execution length bound n, defined by recursion on
n; the function type interpretation limit F∞; and the predicate and assertion
closure interpretation limit Jfix.

Some notes on the definition of the function type judgment interpretations
Fn. Note that each Fn+1 is defined as a subset of Fn. Note also that Fn assumes
that all modules are valid for up to n execution steps. Furthermore, the definition
quantifies over a frame R; this helps to prove the frame rule C-Frame and it
expresses that the function does not touch existing locations that are not in its
precondition’s footprint. As a final note, note that the definition quantifies over
a continuation κ. The definition states that if, starting from a state where the
postcondition holds, κ does not get stuck, then starting from a state where the
precondition holds, c;κ does not get stuck.

Figure 7 shows the definition of the contract of the example module of Fig-
ure 5. The entry point’s contract getIncrType requires the module’s image in its
initial state, and returns the struct containing the pointer to the incrementor
function and the dispose function, as well as the remainder of the module’s state
in the form of existentially quantified assertion closure value P . The incrementor
function type incrType simply requires and ensures the module state P . The dis-
pose function type disposeType takes back the struct with the function pointers
and the module state, and returns the module image, ready for unloading.

5.3 Proof System

The proof system is an extension of the proof rules of separation logic with proof
rules for deriving function type judgments, and for verifying function pointer
call and module load and unload commands, and for folding and unfolding the
module assertions. The new proof rules are shown in Figure 8.

We can now define validity of a module.

Definition 1. A module is valid if its entry point satisfies the function type
given by its contract, instantiated with the address where the module is loaded
and the module name.

(M, (τ, v)) ∈ Modules ⇒ (valid(M)⇔ ∀` • ` `+ 1 : τ(`,M))



funtype incrType(P )(x)
req P
ens P ∧ result = x+ 1

funtype disposeType(o, P, `,m)()
req o 7→ ∗ o+ 1 7→ ∗ P
ens module(`,m)

funtype getIncrType(`,m)()
req module0(`,m)
ens ∃P, p, d • result 7→ p ∗ result + 1 7→ d ∗ P
∧ p : incrType(P ) ∧ d : disposeType(o, P, `,m)

Fig. 7. Definition of function type getIncrType

The proof of the example module is straightforward. Figure 10 gives an out-
line. The assertion closure parameter P is instantiated with predicate Q applied
to the address where the module is loaded. This predicate encompasses the
module image, plus the counter cell, minus the struct containing the function
pointers.

We can now state the soundness theorem of our approach. It uses the notion
of a valid command.

Definition 2 (Valid Command). A command c is valid if is satisfies the
following triple:

` {emp} c {true}
Theorem 1 (Soundness). If each module in the module table is valid, and the
main program is valid, then execution does not get stuck.

6 Soundness Proof

We formalized the programming language and the proof system of this paper in
Coq [3] and we proved the soundness of the proof system. We further used the
proof rules to verify the example program. The Coq development is available
online at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/˜bartj/unload/. In this section, we offer a
summary of the proof.

6.1 Semantics of function type judgments

The most challenging aspect of the proof is to assign a semantics to function
type judgments. This is complicated by the fact that we allow function type
judgments in function type preconditions and postconditions. The most straight-
forward approach states that a function pointer ` satisfies a function type if and
only if in any state that satisfies the precondition, the command at ` does not



C-True
∀F, J, I, s, h • F, J, I, s, h � A

` A

C-FunType
funtype τ(y)(x) req P ens Q

` P [v/y]⇒ ` 7→ blambda (x) cc ∗ true {P [v/y] ∧ ip = E} c {Q}
` ` : τ(v)

C-PredAsn
predicate p(y) = A

` p(v)⇔ A[v/y]

C-Apply
` (lambda (y) A)(v)⇔ A[v/y]

C-Combine
` A ` A′

∀F, J • (∀I, s, h • F, J, I, s, h � A) ∧ (∀I, s, h • F, J, I, s, h � A′)⇒ (∀I, s, h • F, J, I, s, h � A′′)
` A′′

C-Call
funtype τ(y)(x) req P ens Q

{e : τ(y) ∧ e = y′ ∧ P [y′/x]} x := call e(e) {Q[y′/x, x/result]}

C-Load

{emp ∧ e = y}
x := load e as τ
{x = 0 ∧ emp ∨ 0 < x ∧ lib(x, y) ∗module0(x, y) ∧ x+ 1 : τ(x, y)}

C-Module-Unfold
(M, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules

`module0(y,M)⇒ y + 1 7→ v1 ∗ . . . ∗ y +m 7→ vm

C-Module-Fold
(M, (τ, (v1, . . . , vm))) ∈ Modules

` y + 1 7→ ∗ · · · ∗ y +m 7→ ⇒module(y,M)

C-Unload

{lib(e, y) ∗module(e, y)} unload(e) {emp}

C-Conseq
` P ⇒ P ′ {P ′} c {Q} ` Q⇒ Q′

{P} c {Q′}

Fig. 8. Proof rules (1/2)



C-Cons
{e = v} x := cons(e) {x 7→ v}

C-Lookup
{e = ` ∧ ` 7→ v} x := [e] {` 7→ v ∧ x = v}

C-Mutate
{e = ` ∧ e′ = v ∧ ` 7→ } [e] := e′ {` 7→ v}

C-Dispose
{e 7→ } dispose(e) {emp}

C-Assign
{e = v} x := e {x = v}

C-If
{P ∧ b} c1 {Q} {P ∧ ¬b} c2 {Q}
{P} if b then c1 else c2 {Q}

C-Seq
{P} c1 {Q} {Q} c2 {R}

{P} c1; c2 {R}

C-Frame
{P} c {Q} Assigned(c) ∩ FreeProgVars(R) = ∅

{P ∗R} c {Q ∗R}

C-Exists
∀d ∈ D • {Pd} c {Qd}

{∃d ∈ D • Pd} c {∃d ∈ D •Qd}
C-False
{false} c {Q}

Fig. 9. Proof rules (2/2)

predicate Q(`) =
`+ 1 7→ blambda () [ip + 3] := ip + 1;

[ip + 4] := ip + 2;x := cons(0); [ip + 5] := x; result := ip + 3c ∗
`+ 2 7→ blambda (x) c := [ip + 4];n := [c]; [c] := n+ 1; result := x+ 1c ∗
`+ 3 7→ blambda () x := [ip + 3]; dispose(x)c ∗
∃c • `+ 6 7→ c ∗ c 7→

∀` • `+ 2 : incrType(lambda () Q(`)) by C-FunType (1)
∀` • `+ 3 : disposeType(`+ 4, lambda () Q(`), `,myIncrLib) by C-FunType, C-Module-Fold (2)
∀` • `+ 1 : getIncrType(`,myIncrLib) by C-FunType,C-Module-Unfold,(1),(2)

Fig. 10. Proof outline of the validity of module myIncrLib



get stuck and the final state satisfies the postcondition. However, this is not a
valid definition. Indeed, to evaluate the meaning of a precondition, we need to
know the meaning of function type judgments. So the function type interpreta-
tion appears on both sides of this equation. Furthermore, this equation has no
solutions. Indeed, consider the following counterexample:

funtype foo()() req ip 7→ b[0] := 0c ∧ ip : foo() ens true

Notice that the body of this function accesses a null pointer and therefore will get
stuck. Now, consider the function type judgment 10 : foo()(). Neither interpre-
tation of this judgment satisfies the above equation. If the interpretation is true,
then the precondition is satisfiable and therefore the function is invalid. On the
other hand, if the interpretation is false, then the precondition is unsatisfiable
and therefore the function is vacuously valid.

To address this issue, we observe that a function relies on function type
judgments in its precondition only to verify calls. Furthermore, one execution
step occurs between the start of a call and the start of the execution of the
function body. Therefore, a function relies on the validity of callees only for
executions that are shorter than its own execution. Consequently, by indexing
function type judgments by the number of execution steps, we can assign a
meaning to function type judgments that is both well-defined and useful. This
definition is shown in Figure 6. A judgment ` : τ(v) is in Fn+1 if function pointer
` satisfies the contract of type τ instantiated with type arguments v for at least
n execution steps.

6.2 Semantics of predicates and assertion closures

In [10], Parkinson et al. assign a meaning to abstract predicates by allowing
predicate assertions to appear inside predicate bodies only in positive positions.
As a result, the set of predicate definitions is a monotonic function from predi-
cate interpretations to predicate interpretations. As a result, the Knaster-Tarski
fixpoint theorem applies, so we know the defining equations have a solution.

We adopt this approach, and we apply it to assertion closures as well. An
assertion closure, or its encoding as an integer, can be treated just like a predicate
name.

A slight complication is that predicate bodies and assertion closures may
include function type judgments; therefore, for each function type interpretation
we need a separate interpretation for predicates and assertion closures.

We have the following:

Lemma 1. For any given function type interpretation F , Jfix
F is a fixpoint of

the predicate and assertion closure definitions TF .

∀F • TF (Jfix
F ) = Jfix

F

Proof. Since predicate assertions and assertion closure applications appear only
in positive positions in predicate bodies and assertion closures, TF is a monotonic
function. Therefore, by Knaster-Tarski, the set

⋃{J | J ⊆ TF (J)} is a fixpoint
of TF .



6.3 Monotonicity of assertions with respect to function type
judgments

Consider the proof rule C-Call. If the precondition of the call command is
interpretated under some function type interpretation Fn+1, the corresponding
precondition evaluation relied upon by the function body is interpreted under
interpretation Fn. Therefore, we need function type preconditions to be mono-
tonic in F . This means that function type judgments may appear only in positive
positions; it also means that the meaning of predicates and assertion closures
must be monotonic in F . Luckily, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Jfix
F is monotonic in F .

∀F, F ′ • F ⊆ F ′ ⇒ Jfix
F ⊆ Jfix

F ′

6.4 Soundness of the proof rules

Since the provability judgment ` A and the correctness judgment {P} c {Q} are
defined by mutual induction, we prove their soundness simultaneously.

Lemma 3. The proof rules are sound:

– If ` A, then ∀I, s, h • F∞, Jfix
∞ , I, s, h � A

– If {P} c {Q}, then

∀n, I, s, h, κ,R •
Fn � Modules : � ⇒
Assigned(c) ∩ FreeProgVars(R) = ∅ ⇒
Fn, J

fix
Fn
, I, s, h � P ∗R⇒

(∀n′, s′, h′•
n′ ≤ n⇒ Fn′ , J

fix
n′ , I, s

′, h′ � Q ∗R⇒
¬∃γ′ • (s′, h′, κ) ≤n′ γ′ ∧ γ′ 6 )⇒

¬∃γ′ • (s, h, c;κ) ≤n γ′ ∧ γ′ 6 
Proof. By induction on the derivation of the judgment.

Notice how the soundness statement for correctness judgments is similar to
the definition of Fn+1 in Figure 6. The notes in Section 5.2 on that definition
apply here also.

The soundness theorem (Theorem 1) follows straightforwardly.

7 Verification Tool

We implemented the approach in our prototype verifier, VeriFast [9], and we ver-
ified a small server that allows clients to load modules, unload modules, and use
services provided by the modules, mimicking operating system kernels that may
dynamically load and unload device drivers. The implementation and the exam-
ple are online at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/˜bartj/verifast/. VeriFast is powered
by the excellent SMT solver Z3 [7].



8 Future work

The approach, as presented in this paper, is directly applicable to some impor-
tant instances of dynamic code loading and unloading, notably loadable device
drivers in the Linux kernel. However, in certain other cases, there are additional
complexities that are not yet addressed by the approach.

Specifically, the user-space shared library mechanisms of most operating sys-
tems (notably Unix-like or Windows operating systems) are complicated by the
fact that loading a module might yield a new reference to an existing instance of
the module, rather than a fresh instance of the module. Therefore, in this context
it is not sound for the proof rule for loading a library to grant full permission to
the module’s code and global variables.

Another item of future work is to add support for libraries or programs con-
sisting of multiple modules. We envisage extending the specification language to
allow a module B to import another module A. A module B’s module predicate
would then denote not just B’s code and global variables, but would include A’s
module predicate as well. A link-time check would ensure that there is no cycle
in the module import graph.

A third item of future work is to investigate the interaction between the
previous two: how to verify a program or library that specifies a load-time de-
pendency on another library? Here, too, the library sharing issue arises: if two
libraries B and C specify a dependency on some library A, then B and C will
be linked at load time against the same instance of library A.

9 Related Work

The approach presented in this paper builds on and extends separation logic.
Existing verification systems for separation logic include Smallfoot [2], jStar [8]
and YNOT [4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these systems
can be used for verifying programs that use unloadable code.

10 Conclusion

Existing verification approaches for C programs (VCC [5], Frama-C [1], HAVOC
[6], Smallfoot [2], our own verifier VeriFast [9], Jahob [11]) cannot be used for
verifying programs that involve unloading of code as they assume that the code
is unchanging and is not part of the mutable state.

In this paper, we propose a novel separation-logic-based approach for extend-
ing a verification approach for C programs to enable verification of programs in-
volving code unloading. The approach is based on parameterized function types
and assertion closures, both of which may mention themselves and each other.
We machine-checked the soundness of the approach and we implemented it in
a prototype verifier and used it to verify a program that mimics how the Linux
kernel loads and unloads device drivers.
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